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Introduction

The study of the problem of openness of certain loci over noetherian rings
was firstly undertaken systematically by A. Grothendieck [7]. There he has
initiated the theory of excellent rings, where the important notion is that of the
fibers of homomorphisms (e.g., formal fibers). In recent years, R. Y. Sharp
has developed the theory of acceptable rings replacing regularity in the definition
of excellent rings by Gorensteinness (cf. [15], [16]). On the other hand, some
authors recently have recognized the importance of the so-called Nagata's cri-
terion for openness of loci and they have proved it for many important properties
(cf. [6], [8]).

The aim of this paper is to generalize the above-mentioned theories for rings
to modules and to study the problem of openness of certain loci of finitely gener-
ated modules over noetherian rings. In particular, we shall present a theory of
P-excellent rings and P-excellent modules (where P is a given property for
finitely generated modules over noetherian local rings) which includes the theories
of excellent rings and acceptable rings as special cases. For this purpose, we
have to extend the definitions and axioms which have been considered only for
rings by the above authors to modules and we shall generalize their results to
modules.

The contents are divided into two parts. In Part I, we shall study the prob-
lem of openness of loci and the theory of P-excellent modules axiomatically.
Concerning general properties on P-morphisms and well-fibered modules (cf.
Def. 6, Def. 12), we shall mainly follow the method due to R. Y. Sharp [15].
Firstly we shall prove a fundamental theorem on P-excellent modules: P-excellent
modules are stable under homomorphisms essentially of finite type. Next, we
shall show the following theorems under certain conditions on P (which are
satisfied for P = Cohen-Macaulay, Gorenstein and complete intersection):

(1) All modules over a P-excellent ring are P-excellent.
(2) If an 4-module M is P, then M is P-excellent.
(3) Suppose that there is an ^-module M which is P and that Supp (M) co-

incides with Spec (A). Then A is P-excellent.
Lastly, we shall treat the finite descent of P-excellent rings which generalizes a
theorem of S. Greco [5] on excellent rings.
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In order that these results in Part I have real meaning, we must show that
the properties in which we are interested satisfy the axioms in Part I. Thus, in
Part II of this paper, we shall study Nagata's criterion and prove it for certain
properties. Here we are much influenced by an interesting paper by S. Greco
and M. G. Marinari [6]. (In particular, we shall prove Nagata's criterion for
n-Gorenstein property which is remained unsettled in [6].)

Part I. P-excellent rings and modules

All rings are assumed to be commutative noetherian rings and modules are
finitely generated unless otherwise stated.

Let P be a property concerning modules over local rings. When P is a
property which is defined only for rings (e.g., P = regular, normal etc.), we can
extend it to modules by considering free modules over rings with the property P.
For example, we say that a module M over a local ring A is regular if M = 0 or
A is a regular local ring and M is free over A. Zero modules are always assumed
to be P.

For a module M over a (not necessarily local) ring A9 put P(̂ 4; M) = {pe
Spec (4) I Mp is P}. We call it the F-locus of an ^-module M. We also write
P(M) instead of P(A; M) when there is no fear of confusion for A. Then, a
fundamental problem is: When is P(M) open in Spec (A) ?

EXAMPLE 1. For any ring" A9 the sets Dom {A) = {p e Spec 04) | Ap is an
integral domain} and Red (4) = {pe Spec 04) Γ^ is reduced} are open. In fact,
Dom (A) = U (Spec 04)--Supp (p)), where p runs over the set Min 04) of minimal
prime ideals of A, and Red (A) = Spec (4) - Supp (9104)), where 9104) is the
nilradical of A.

EXAMPLE 2. Henceforth, we shall consider mainly the following properties
asP:

(1) P = Reg = a free module over a regular local ring.
(2) P = CI = a free module over a complete intersection local ring. (A local

ring A is said to be a complete intersection if the completion of A is of the form
B/I, where B is a regular local ring and I is an ideal of B generated by a β-regular
sequence.)

(3) P = Gor=a Gorenstein module.
(4) P=CM = a Cohen-Macaulay module.
(5) P=S n (Serre's condition, [7], Chap. 4, (5.7.2)).
(6) P = Rrt (Serre's condition, [7], Chap. 4, (5.8.-2)).
(7) P = QM (where Q is a given property and n is a nonnegative integer)

= Q in codimension^n, that is, M is QnoMp is Q for all peSpec(^l) such that
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dim (Mp) ^ n. For example, Regπ = Rπ in (6).
(8) P = n-Nor = n-normαZ=S π + 1 and Rπ (cf. [3]). For example, 1-nor-

def.

mal=normal (denoted by Nor) and 0-normal = reduced (denoted by Red).
(9) F = n-QN = n-quasi normal (or (n + 1)-Gorenstein, cf. [4]) d e f . π < r i

and Gorπ. For example, 1-quasi normal = quasi normal (denoted by QN) (cf.
[19], [20]). We shall use 'quasi reduced' (denoted by QR) instead of Ό-quasi
normal.'

In what follows, we shall consider some conditions for P (cf. [6], [10], [18]).
In this paper, we shall always assume that our property P satisfies the next con-
ditions (I) and (II) :

( I ) If a module M over a local ring A is P, then the ^-module Mp is P
for all p e Spec (A).

(II) Free modules over regular local rings are P.
(III) Let (A, τn)->(jB, n) be a flat local homomorphism of local rings and

M be a non-zero ^4-module. Put fc = v4/m.
(a) If the β-module M®A B is P, then M is P, and
(b) If M and the jB®A/c-module B®Ak are P, then the J5-module

M®AB is?.
(ΠΓ) Let (A, m)->(£, n) be a flat local homomorphism of local rings and

M be a non-zero ^4-module. Put k = A/m. The ^-module M®AB is P if and
only if M and B®A k are P.

(NC) (Nagata's criterion) Let A be a ring and M be an ^.-module. If
P(jί4/p) = p(^/p; A/p) is thick in Spec (A/p) for all p e P(M) Π Supp (M), then P(M)
is open in Spec (A). (A subset Y of a topological space X is said to be thick in
X if Y contains a non-empty open set of X, that is, the interior Y° of Y is non-
empty.)

(QC) (quotient condition) Let M be an ^.-module with P(M) = Spec(^4).
Then P(4/p) is thick in Spec (A/p) for all p e Supp (M).

REMARK 3. The following facts hold:
(1) (III) for Reg (cf. [9], (21.D), Th. 51),

(III') for CI (cf. [2], Th. 2),
(ΠΓ) for Gor (cf. [14], Th. (2.8)), and
(IIΓ) for CM (cf. [7], (6.3.3)).

Note that (IIΓ) for Reg does not hold.
(2) (NC) for Reg (cf. [7], (6.12.2); [9], (32.A)),

(NC) for CI, Gor and Gorπ (for rings) (cf. [6]),
(NC) for CM (cf. [7], (6.11.8)),
(NC) for RM and Sn (for rings) (cf. [8]),
(QC) for CI and Gor (for rings) (cf. [6]),
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(QC) for CM (cf. [7], (6.11.9)).

(In Part II of this paper, we shall extend these results for (NC) to modules

and prove (NC) for some other properties.)

In the rest of Part I, we always assume that P satisfies the condition (III) un-

less otherwise stated.

DEFINITION 4 (cf. [10], [18]). We say a module M over a ring A is

P ifP(M) = SpecC4),

P-0 if P(M) is thick in Spec (A),

P-l if P(M) is open (may be empty) in Spec (A), and

P-2 if for every finitely generated ^4-algebra B, M®AB is P-l as a B-

module.

DEFINITION 5. Let fcbea field, A be a fc-algebra and M be an ^-module.

We say M is geometrically P (with respect to k) if for every finitely generated

extension field K of fc, the A®k AΓ-module M®kK is P.

DEFINITION 6. A homomorphism A->B is called a weak P-morphism (resp.

a P-morphism) if it is flat and B®Ak(p) is P (resp. geometrically P) for every

p e Spec (4).

For example, A-+A\_X~] is a P-morphism for any ring A and any P. On the

other hand, /l->^4[[-Xr]] is not a weak P-morphism in general (cf. [17]).

PROPOSITION 7. Consider a weak P-morphism f: A->B and an A-module

M. Let g: Spec (B)->Spec (A) be ί/ie mapping associated to f. Then, the fol-

lowing statements hold:

(1) ^-1(P(M)) = P(M® y l β).

(2) If M is P, ί/ien so is M®AB. (If f is faithfully flat, then the converse

holds.)

(3) IfM is P-0 and f is faithfully flat, then M®AB is P-0.

(4) IfM®AB is P-0 and f is of finite type, then M is P-0.

(5) IfM is P-l, then so is M®AB.

(6) IfM®AB is P-l and f is faithfully flat, then M is P-l.

(7) IfM®AB is P-2 and f is a faithfully flat Y-morphism, then M is P-2.

PROOF. (1) Let qeSρec(B) and p = qΓ\A. Then, qeg'x(P(M))ope

P(M)oM^ is FoMp®ApBq=(M®AB)q is P by (ΠI)o qeP(M®AJ5).

(2) M is P o P ( M ) = Spec(A)=>P(M®κB)=gf-1(P(M))=^~1(Spec(^)) =

Spec (B) oM®ABisF.

(3) M is P-OoP(M) contains a non-empty open set U =>P(M®AB)=

contains the non-empty open set g'1^) => M®AB is P-0.
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(4) M®A B is P-0 => P(M®A B)=g~1(P(M)) contains a non-empty open set

V=> P(M)=>g(g~ί(P(M))) contains the non-empty open set g(V) since g is an

open map in this case (cf. [7], (2.4.6)) => M is P-0.

(5) M is P - l o P ( M ) is open=> g'ί(P(M)) = P(M®AB) is o p e n o M ® ^

is P-l.

(6) M®AB is F-loP(M(g)AB)=g-1(F(M)) is openoP(M) is open since

in this case the topology of Spec (A) is the quotient topology of Spec (B) by g

(cf. [7], (2.3.12))oMis P-l.

(7) Let A-+C be a homomorphism of finite type. Then, B-+B®AC is a

homomorphism of finite type, hence (M®AB)®B(B®AC) is P-l as a 2*®^C-

module. Since ( M ® A £ ) ® B ( £ ® ^ C ) = M ® A £ ® ^ C K M ® ^ Q ® C ( C ® A £ ) and

C-+C®AB is a faithfully flat P-morphism (cf. Prop. 11 below), M®AC is P-l

by (6). Therefore M is P-2.

COROLLARY 8. Let M be an A-module. Then M is P(resp. P-0, P-l, P-2)

if and only if so is M[_X~\.

REMARK 9. Although ^4->^4[[Z]] is not a weak P-morphism in general, it

is easy to show that M[[X]] is P if only if M is P. Moreover if / is an ideal of

A and M is P, then the /-adic completion of M is P.

The following Prop. 10 and Prop. 11 are similar to propositions in [15], and

proofs are omitted.

PROPOSITION 10. Let f: A-*B and g: B-+C be homomorphisms of rings.

(1) /// and g are F-morphisms (resp. weak F-morphisms), then so is gof

(2) If g°f is a P-morphism (resp. a weak P-morphism) and g is faithfully
flat, then f is a P-morphism (resp. a weak P-morphism).

(3) Suppose that P satisfies (ΠΓ). / / / and g are flat and gof is a weak
P-morphism, then g is a weak P-morphism.

PROPOSITION 11. Let B-+C be a P-morphism of A-algebras and A-*A!

be a homomorphism essentially of finite type. Then, B®AA'^C®AA
f is a

P-morphism.

DEFINITION 12 (cf. [10], [15]). Let P be a given property. We say a ring

A is well-fibered for P if ^ - ^ is a P-morphism for every peSpec(4). We

say an ^4-module M is well-fibered for P if the ring A\Ann (M) is well-fibered for

P.

It is easy to see that M is well-fibered for P if and only if for any p and q in

Supp (M) such that p=> q, the ring Λp®Ap k(q) is geometrically P (with respect to
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PROPOSITION 13 (cf. [15], Lemma 5.5). Let A-+B be a faithfully flat

F-morphism and M be an A-module. If M®AB is well-fibered for P, then

so is M.

PROOF. We may assume that M=A. In fact, M®AB is well-fibered for

?oBIAnn(M®AB) = B®A(A/Ann(M)) is well-fibered for P=>4/Ann(M) is

well-fibered for P by the assumption since ^/Ann (M)-•£ (8)^04/Ann (M)) is a

faithfully flat P-morphismoMis well-fibered for P. The rest of the proof is

the same as in [15].

COROLLARY 14. A ring A is well-fibered for P if and only if Am-*Άm is

a F-morphism for all m e Max 04).

The proof can be done similarly to [15], Cor. 5.6.

DEFINITION 15. We say an A-module M is catenary if ^4/Ann(M) is a

catenary ring, namely, if Supp (M) is a catenary topological space in the sense of

[7], Chap. 0, (14.3). We say M is universally catenary if M®AB is catenary

for every homomorphism A-+B of finite type.

PROPOSITION 16. (1) M is catenary o dim (Mp)=dim (MJqMp) + dim (Mq)

for any p and q in Supp(M) such that qc=p<t>M1) is a catenary Ap-module

for all peSupp(M).

(2) M is universally catenary <z>M[X\,...y Xn~] is catenary for all n^O

o M[X] is catenary.

(3) Cohen-Macaulay modules are universally catenary.

PROOF. (1): Cf. [7], Chap. 0, (14.3). (2): Cf. [12], Th. 3.6. (3): Cf. [7],

Chap. 0, (16.5.12).

DEFINITION 17. An ^4-module M is said to be ^-excellent if it satisfies the

following conditions:

(1) M is universally catenary,

(2) MisP-2,and

(3) M is well-fibered for P.

If M satisfies only (2) and (3), then we say M is quasi ^-excellent. A ring A

is said to be P-excellent (resp. quasi P-excellent) if A is P-excellent (resp. quasi

P-excellent) as an yl-module.

EXAMPLE 18. Reg-excellent=excellent (cf. [7], [9]) and Gor-excellent=

acceptable in the sense of R. Y. Sharp (cf. [15], [16]).

THEOREM 19. Let A-+B be a homomorphism essentially of finite type.

If an A-module M is well-fibered for P, then M®AB is well-fibered for P.
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COROLLARY 20. Let M be a P-excellent (resp. quasi P-excellent) A-module.
Then for any homomorphism A-*B essentially of finite type, the B-module
M®AB is P-excellent {resp. quasi P-excellent).

PROOF OF TH. 19 (cf. [15]): We may assume that M=A. In fact, M is

well-fibered for PoA/Ann(M) is well-fibered for P => B/Ann(M®AB) is well-

fibered for P by the assumption since A/Ann (M)-+B/Ann (M®AB) is essentially

of finite type. Therefore M® A B is well-fibered for P. It is enough to show the

assertion in the following three special cases: (1) B=AS for a multiplicative

subset S of A, (2) B = A\l for an ideal I of A, and (3) B=A\_X\ Case (1) is clear.

Case (2): For every q = p/Je Spec (4//), AP-*AP is a P-morphism by the as-

sumption, hence Bq=ApIIAp^Λp/lΛp = Bq is a P-morphism by Prop. 11. Case

(3): Let q e Spec G4[X]) and p = q Π A. Then replacing A by Ap, we can assume

that A is local. Since A\_X~\-+A\_X] is faithfully flat and A\X~\ is well-fibered

for Reg by [10], (30.D), Th. 68 and (33.G), Th. 77 (hence well-fibered for P),

is well-fibered for P by Prop. 13.

PROPOSITION 21. Suppose P and Q are given properties, Q satisfies

(NC), and P implies Q. If a ring A is P-2, then Q(M) is open for any A-module

M. (P and Q don't need to satisfy (III).)

PROOF. Since for every p in Q(M) Π Supp (M), P(A/p) c Q(Λ/p) and P(Ajp)

is a non-empty open set in Sρec(^4/p), Q(A/p) is thick in Spec(,4/p). Hence

Q(M) is open by (NC).

COROLLARY 22. Let P and Q be as in Prop. 21. If a ring A is P-2 (resp.

quasi P-excellent, P-excellent), then A is Q-2 (resp. quasi Q-excellent, Q-

excellent).

PROOF. It is enough to prove the assertion for Q-2. If A^B is a homo-

morphism of finite type, then B is P-2. Hence Q(B) is open by Prop. 21. There-

fore A is Q-2.

COROLLARY 23. Reg-excellent (i.e., excellent) ring

=> Cl-excellent ring

=> Gor-excellent (i.e., acceptable) ring

^ CM-excellent ring.

COROLLARY 24. An excellent ring is P-excellent for any P which satisfies

(NC). (P doesn't need to satisfy (III).)

PROPOSITION 25. Suppose that P satisfies (NC). // a ring A is quasi

P-excellent (resp. P-excellent), then every A-module M is quasi P-excellent (resp.

P-excellent).
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PROOF. It is enough to show that if A is quasi P-excellent, then every

^4-module M is P-2, i.e., M®AB is P-l for any homomorphism A-+B of finite

type. Since B is quasi P-excellent by Cor. 20, we can assume A = B, and in

this case the assertion is clear from Prop. 21.

COROLLARY 26. // A is an excellent ring, then every A-module M is P-

excellent for any P which satisfies (NC).

LEMMA 27. (1) Suppose that P satisfies (NC) and (QC) (P need not

satisfy (III)). // an A-module M is P, then the A/I-module M®A(A/I) is P-l

for every ideal I of A.

(2) Suppose that P satisfies (NC), (QC) and (III). // an A-module M is

P, then M is P-2.

PROOF. (1) Put B = A/I. For any q = p/I in P(M®^B) Π Supp (M®AB),

we have peSupp(M), hence P(,4/p) = P(£/q) is thick in Spec (/4/p) = Spec (B/q)

by (QC). Therefore F(M®AB) is open by (NC). (2) Let B = ̂ [X1,..., Z J / J

be a finitely generated A-algebra. Then M[Xl9...9 X J is P by (III) and M

® x B is P-l by (1). Hence M is P-2.

Next, we consider two more conditions for P:

(NZ) Let M be an ^4-module and a be an element of A which is y4-regular

and M-regular. If M is P, then the AjaA-moάxx\e MjaM is P.

(G) Let k be a field, A be a /c-algebra and M be an A-module. If M is P,

then M is geometrically P (with respect to k).

PROPOSITION 28. // P satisfies (III) and (NZ), ί/zen P satisfies (G).

PROOF (cf. [21]). Let /c, >1 and M be as in (G) and take a finitely generated

extension field K of k. We have to show that if M is P, then the A®kK-modu\e

M®kK is P. By induction, we may assume that K is a simple extension k(x)

of k. If x is transcendental over k, then since M®kK is a localization oϊ M[X~]

(which is P by Cor. 8), M®kK is P. If x is algebraic over fc, put X = /

/τ*0. Since the ideal of A generated by the coefficients of/ is A9 f is

regular and M[X]-regular (cf. [11], Chap. 5, Th. 7). Therefore, M®kK =

M[Z]//M[Z] is P by (NZ).

COROLLARY 29. (G) holds for P = CI, Gor and CM.

PROPOSITION 30 (cf. [21]). Suppose that P satisfies (UY) and (G). Let
A-+B be a flat homomorphism and A-*C be a homomorphism of finite type.
If B and C are P, then so is B®A C.

PROOF. Since B is P, the flat homomorphism A-*B is a weak P-morphism
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by (ΠΓ), and hence is a P-morphism by (G). Thus C-*B(g)AC is a P-morphism

by Prop. 11. This implies that B®A C is P by Prop. 7, (2).

THEOREM 31. Suppose that P satisfies (III'), (NC), (QC) and (G) and

assume that the property P implies the catenary property (e.g., P = CI, Gor

and CM). If an A-module M is P, then M is P-excellent.

PROOF. (1) Since M[X~\ is P by Cor. 8, M[X] is catenary by the hypothe-

sis. Hence M is universally catenary by Prop. 16, (2).

(2) M is P-2 by Lemma 27, (2).

(3) M is well-fibered for P: We have to show that Ap®Apk(q) is geo-

metrically P for any p and q in Supp (M) such that p=>q. It is enough to show

that when A is a local ring, MφO is P and p is an element of Supp(M), then

B = Ά®Ak(p) is P. Take any qeSpec(,4) such that qf]A = p. Then Ap-+(Ά)q

is a flat local homomorphism and Mp®A^(A)^=(M®Aλ)^ is P. Thus BqB

^ is P by (IIΓ). Therefore B = Ά®A k(p) is P.

THEOREM 32. Suppose that P satisfies the same conditions as in Th. 31.

If an A-module M is P and I is an ideal of A such that V(J) c Supp (M), ί/ien

is α P-excellent ring. In particular, A/Ann(M) is a P-excellent ring.

PROOF. Clearly A/I is universally catenary and well-fibered for P. Ajl is

P-2: We have to show that P(β) is open for any homomorphism AJI-+B of finite

type. If we write B = A[XU..., XJ/J, then M[Xu...,Xn~\ is P and V(J)cz

Supp(M[Z l 5 . . . , X J ) . Thus we may assume that B = A/I. For any q = φ/I

eP(β), we have peSupp(M) by the assumption, hence P(Blq) = P(A/p) is thick

in Spec (B/q) = Spec (A/p) by (QC). Therefore P(B) is open by (NC).

COROLLARY 33. Suppose there is an A-module M which is P. If Supp (M)

coincides with Spec (A), then A is P-excellent.

REMARK 34. R. Y. Sharp proved that if A has finite dimension and there

exists a Gorenstein ^4-module M with Supp (M) = Spec(^4), then A is acceptable;

and he asked whether the requirement that A be finite-dimensional is deleted from

the hypothesis (cf. [16], p. 200, Remark). Cor. 33 (when P = Gor) answers this

question affirmatively. (Note that (NC) and (QC) for P = Gor for modules will

be proved in Part II.)

PROPOSITION 35 (cf. [9], (34.C), Th. 79). Let I be an ideal of a ring A

and B be the I-adic completion of A. If A is well-fibered for P, then the ca-

nonical map A-+B is a P-morphism.

PROOF. It is enough to show that Am->Bn is a P-morphism for any n e

Max (B) and m = n ΓΊ A. In this case, m is a maximal ideal of A and Άm = βn.
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Since Am-+Bn-+Bn = Άm is a P-morphism by the assumption and Bn-+Sn is faith-

fully flat, Am->Bn is a P-morphism by Prop. 10, (2).

COROLLARY 36. // a ring A is well-fibered for P, then A->A[[XJ] is a

P-morphism.

PROOF. Since A[X~\ is well-fibered for P by Th. 19, the homomorphism

A[X]->i4[[X]] is a P-morphism by Prop. 35. Thus the composition A-*A\X\

-*A\_[XJ] of P-morphisms is a P-morphism.

Let A be an excellent (resp. acceptable) ring. Then, using Prop. 35 and

Cor. 36, we can show as in [9], (34.C), Th. 79 that B in Prop. 35 and A[[XJ\ are

n-normal (resp. π-quasi normal) if so is A.

PROPOSITION 37. Suppose that P satisfies (NC). Let A be a semi-local

ring. If A is well-fibered for P, then A is P-2, hence quasi ^-excellent.

PROOF. Since A is excellent (cf. [9], (34.B)), λ is P-2 by Cor. 26. The

homomorphism A-+A is a faithfully flat P-morphism by the assumption. Hence

A is P-2 by Prop. 7, (7).

Finally, we shall treat the finite descent of P-excellent rings.

PROPOSITION 38. (1) Let A^B be a finite homomorphism such that

Spec (B)->Spec (A) is surjectiυe and A-+C be a flat homomorphism. Then

A-*C is a P-morphism if and only if B-+B®AC is a P-morphism.

(2) Let A-+B be a finite homomorphism and M be an A-module such

that Supp(M®^jB)-^Supp(M) is surjectiυe. Then M is well-fibered for P if

and only if M®AB is well-fibered for P.

PROOF. (1) Cf. [5], Prop. 1.2. (2) Since ^/Ann(M)->β/Ann(M®^β) is

finite and Spec (2^Ann (M®^£))-^ Spec 04/Ann (M)) is surjective, we may assume

that M = A. In this case, see [5], Prop. 1.3.

LEMMA 39. Suppose that A-+B is a homomorphism of finite type such

that Spec (£)-• Spec 04) is dominant, and that A is an integral domain and

Spec(β) is irreducible (e.g., AcB is a finitely generated extension of integral

domains). Let M be an A-module. If M®AB is P-0, then so is M.

The proof is similar to that of [5], Prop. 2.1.

PROPOSITION 40. Suppose that P satisfies (NC). // A-+B is a homo-

morphism of finite type such that Spec (B)->Spec 04) is surjectiυe, then A is

P-2 if and only if B is P-2.
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PROOF. It is enough to show the 'if' part. We have to show that for any

homomorphism A-+C of finite type, P(C) is open. We can assume that A = C,

since C^B®AC is a homomorphism of finite type such that Sρec(£® A C)

-•Spec(C) is surjective and B®AC is P-2. For any peF(A), take qeSpec(β)

such that q Π A = p. Since A/paB/q is of finite type and P(B/q) is a non-empty

open set by the assumption, P(/l/p) is thick by Lemma 39. Therefore J>(A) is

open by (NC).

THEOREM 41. Suppose that P satisfies (NC). Let A-+B be a finite homo-

morphism such that Spec (B)->• Spec (A) is surjective (e.g., AczB is a finite

extension). Then A is quasi ^-excellent if and only if so is B.

PROOF. It is clear from Prop. 38, (2) and Prop. 40.

Part II. Nagata's criterion

In this part, we shall examine Nagata's criterion for certain properties. The

following lemma is useful to verify the openness of a subset of Spec (A).

LEMMA 1. (Topological lemma of Nagata, cf. [9], (22.B).) Let A be a

noetherian ring and U be a subset of Spec (/I). In order that U is open, it is

necessary and sufficient that

(a) U is stable under generalization (i.e., if p, qeSpec(/l), p c q and

qeU, then p e U), and

(b) for each p e l / , 1/ n V(p) is thick in V(p).

PROPOSITION 2. Let n be a non-negative integer and M be an A-module.

Then the following statements are equivalent:

(1) Sn(M) is open.

(2) For any peCM(M) Π Supp(M) such that dim(Mp)<n — l, p belongs

to SΠ(M)°, the interior of Sn(M).

(3) For any peCM(M) Π Supp(M) such that άim(Mp)<n-l, Y(p)0

Sn(M) is thick in V(p).

PROOF. It is enough to show that (3)=>(1). We prove it by induction on n.

If n = l, then S1(M)=Sρec(y4)- U V(p), where p runs over the set Ass(M), is

always open. Suppose that n ^ 2. It is sufficient to prove that V(p)Π SΠ(M) is

thick in V(p) for all ρeS π (M) Π Suρρ(M) such that d i m ( M j , ) ^ n - l . Since

Mp is Sn, depth(M p)^lnί(n, d i m ( M p ) ) ^ , n - l > 0 . Hence there is an Mp-

regular element a in p. Considering an open neighbourhood of p, we can assume

that a is M-regular. Then Sn(M)Π V(α) = SΛ_1(M/αM) (where MjaM is con-

sidered as an AjaA-moάxxXt and Spec (A/a A) is identified with the subspace V(α)

of Spec (4)) and the condition of (3) is satisfied if we replace M and n by M/aM
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and n — 1, respectively. Hence 5n_1(M/αM) is open and p/αv4eSn_1(M/αM).

Therefore Srt(M) n V(p) = Sw_1(M/αM) n V(p/βi4) is thick in V(p) = V(p/aA).

COROLLARY 3. Let M be an A-module and n be a non-negative integer.

Then,

CM(M) is open => SΠ + 1(M) is open => SΠ(M) is open.

PROOF. Suppose that SM+1(M) is open. Then for any p e C M ( M ) Π

Supp(M) such that d i m ( M p ) < n - l , we have peS M + 1 (M) = Sπ + 1(M)oc:S r t(M) 0.

Therefore SΠ(M) is open by Prop. 2. The proof of the first implication is

similar.

THEOREM 4 (cf. [8], Th. 6). // Sn(A/p) is thick in Spec(y4/p) for all p e

CM(M) Π Supp(M) such that dim (M p )<n — 1, then SΠ(M) is open. In particu-

lar, (NC) holds for Sn.

PROOF. By Prop. 2, it is enough to show that Sn(M) n V(p) is thick in V(p)

for any p e CM (M) n Supp (M) such that dim (Mp) < n -1. By [7], (6.10.6),

there is an open neighbourhood U of p such that

dim (Mq) = dim (Mp) + dim (AJpAq),

and depth (Mq) = depth (Mp) + depth (AJpAJ

for all q e V(p) Π I/. By the assumption, there is an open set V of Spec (A) such

that 0 7* F Π V(p) c Sn(>l/p). Pur W = F n 1/ Π V(p). This is a non-empty open

subset of V(p) and for every q e W, we have

depth (Mq) = depth (M,,) + depth (^q

^ dim (Λf„) + Inf (n, dim

^ Inf(n, dim(M,)

= Inf(n, dim(M q)).

Thus WczSπ(M) Π V(p) and this shows that Sn(M) Π V(p) is thick in V(p).

PROPOSITION 5. Suppose that P is α ^iuen property and n is a non-negative

integer. Then for an A-module M, the following statements are equivalent:

(1) Pn(M) is open.

(2) For any p e P(M) n Supp (M) such that d im(M p )<n, p belongs to

)

(3) For any p 6P(M) Π Supp(M) such that dim(Mp)<n, V(p)ΠPπ(M) is

thick in V(p).
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The following lemma is in [6], Proof of Th. 2.3.

LEMMA 6. Let Y be a non-empty subset of Spec(^4) and put 1 = Π {q| qe

7}. Then for any τpeAss(A/I), it holds that p = Π {q| qe 7, pc=q}. In par-

ticular, there is a q e 7 such that pcz q.

PROOF OF PROP. 5. It is enough to show that (3)=>(1). We can assume

that PΛ(M)^Spec(A). Put Z = Supp(M)-P n(M), 7=Min(Z) and / = Π { q |

q e 7 } . If we can show that Ass (A/I) cz Y, then we have Z = Y(I), which is a

closed set. In fact, if qeZ, then there is a p e Y such that p<=q. Since p=>I,

we have q e V(I). Conversely if q is in V(I), then there is a p e Ass (A/I) such

that p<^q. By the assumption, peYczZ and since Z is stable under specializa-

tion, we have qeZ. Assume that Ass (A/I)ςL Y and take a p e Ass (A/1) — 7. By

Lemma 6, there is a q e 7 such that c\^.p. Then dim (Mq):gn. In fact, since

M q is not PΛ, there is an xAq eSupp(M q ) such that dim (M t):gn and M r is not

P. Hence r<£Pπ(M), and this implies r e Z . Since r c q , we get r = q by the

minimality of q. Thus dim ( M q ) ^ n . Since dim (M p )< dim ( M q ) ^ n , V(p)

Π PΠ(M) is thick in V(p) by the assumption. Therefore there is a n / ^ p such that

V(p) ΓΊ D(/)cV(p) n Pn(M). If we assume that /<£ q for some q e 7 n V(p), then

q e V(p) Π D(/) <= PΠ(M) contrary to the assumption q e 7. Hence / e n { q | p c : q

eY} = p (cf. Lemma 6), again a contradiction.

COROLLARY 7. Lei M fee an A-module and n be a non-negative integer.

Then, for a given property P,

P(M) is open => P Λ + 1 (M) is open => PΠ(M) is open.

PROOF. Suppose that P n + t(M) is open. Then for any p e P(M) Π Supp (M)

such that dim(M t ) )<n, we have p e P n + 1 ( M ) = P π + 1 (M)°cP π (M)°. Therefore

PΠ(M) is open by Prop. 5. The proof of the first implication is similar.

THEOREM 8. Suppose that a given property P satisfies the following con-

ditions:

(a) I/peP(M) and Supp(M) = V(p), then there is an open neighbourhood

Uofp such that P(M) Π V(p) Π ί/ = P(^/p) Π U. (Here A/τρ is considered as an

A/p-module and Spec(^4/p) is identified with the subspace V(p) of Spec(^).)

(b) Let (A, m) be a local ring and M be an A-module. If a em is M-

regular, then M is P if and only if the AjaA-module M/aM is P.

Then,

(1) (NC) and (QC) hold for Ϋ.

(2) Let M be an A-module and n be a non-negative integer. IfFn(Alp) is

thick in Spec(A/p) for all peP(M) Π Supp(M) such that dim(Mp)<n, then

Pn(M) is open. In particular, (NC) holds for Pπ.
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(3) If an A-module M is Pn, then Pn04/p) is thick in Spec(,4/p) for all
p 6 Supp (M) such that dim (Mp) ^ n.

PROOF. (1) (NC) for P: We have to show that if P(A/p) is thick in
Spec(,4/p) for all ρeP(M) Π Suρp(M), then P(M) is open. By Lemma 1, it is
enough to show that V(p) Π P(M) is thick in V(ρ) for all p e P(M) Π Supp (M).
Since M > is P, it is CM by (c) and we can take a maximal Mp -regular sequence
(*!,..., xr) such that x f ep and r=dim(M t)). Considering an open neighbour-
hood of p, we can assume that the sequence (xl9...,xr) is M-regular. By the
condition (b), we can replace M by M/(xu..., xΓ)M and assume that dim (Mp)=0.
Moreover, again considering an open neighbourhood of p, we can assume that
Suρp(M)=V(p). Then, by the condition (a), there is an open set 17 such that
p e U and P(M) n V(p) Π U=P(Alp) Π I/. Therefore P(M) n V(p) is thick in V(p).

(QC) for P: We have to show that if M is P, then P(^/ρ) is thick in Spec {Alp)
for all p e Supp (M). By the same reduction as above, we can assume that there
is an open set U such that pe l/ and P{Ajp) n l/ = P(M) Π V(p) Π l/=V(ρ) Π ϋ
since P(M) = Spec (A). Therefore P(̂ 4/p) is thick in V(p).

(2) By Prop. 5, it is enough to show that PΠ(M) Π V(p) is thick in V(p) for
all p e P(M) Π Supp (M) such that dim (Mp)<n. In this case, Mp is P and the
reduction in (1) can be applied. The rest of proof is the same as in (1).

(3) also can be proved by using a similar reduction as that in (1). We omit
the proof.

PROPOSITION 9. The condition (a) of Th. 8 is satisfied for P=CM, Gor
andCl.

PROOF. P = CM: Let M and p be as in (a). Then, by [7], (6.10.6), there
is an open set [/such that pe U and coprof(Mq)=coprof(Mt)) + coprof((y4/p)q)
= coprof(04/p)q) (since Mp is CM) for all qe\(p)ΠU, where coprof(M) =
dim (M) - depth (M). Thus Mq is CM if and only if (^/p)q is CM for all q e V(p)

P = Gor (cf. [6], [10]): If Mp is a zero-dimensional Gorenstein module
of rank r, then (Ext^(^/p, M))p = 0 and (HornA(A/p, M))p=(A/p)P'. Con-
sidering an open neighbourhood of p, we can assume that Ext^ (A/p9 M)=0 and
HomA(A/p, M) = ( l̂/p)Γ. Then, using long exact sequences for Ext, we have
ExtA(A/p, M)=0 for all i>.0. Then, as in [6], Lemma 2.1, we can show that
Mq is Gor if and only if G4/p)q is Gor for all q 6 V(p).

P = CI (cf. [6]): We may assume that M=A. If Ap is CI, then H ^ ,
KV), k(P))=0 for i = 3 and 4. Since H ^ , fc(p), fc(p))=(Hiμ, Afc A/p))p and
Hi(A, A/p, A/p) is a finite vl/p-module (cf. [1]), we can assume that Hf(y4, A/p,
Ajp) is zero for i = 3, 4 and free for 0 ^ ί < 3 . Therefore, for any qeV(p),
Hf04q, (A/p)q9 (A/p)q) is zero for i = 3, 4 and free for Ogji<3. Hence, by [6],
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Lemma 3.2, Aq is CI if and only if (A/p)q is CI for all q e V(p).

PROPOSITION 10. The condition (b) of Th. 8 is satisfied for P=CM, Gor
and CI.

PROOF FOR P=CM. It is clear from the following equalities:

άimAlaA{MjaM) = dimA(M/aM) = άimA(M) - 1,

d e p t h ^ (M/αM) = depths (M/aM) = depths (M) - 1.

PROOF FOR P = CI. When M = 4, the assertion is already known (cf. [21]),

and is also shown by the next lemma. For a general M, the proposition follows

from Lemma 12 below.

LEMMA 11. Let (A, m) be a noetherian local ring and I be an ideal of A.

If a em is A/I-regular, then J = (I, a) is generated by an A-regular sequence if

and only if I is generated by an A-regular sequence.

PROOF. Put k—Ajxx\, B = A/I and C=A/J. Then, the next exact sequence

holds (cf. [1], V, Th. 1 and VI, Th. 25): 0 = H3(B, C, k)-+K2(A9 B, k)-+H2(A, C,

fc)->H2(£, C, fc) = 0. Hence, H 2(^, B, fc) = 0 if and only if H2(A, C, fc) = 0 and

this implies our assertion (cf. [1], VI, Th. 25).

LEMMA 12. Let (A9m) be a (not necessarily noetherian) local ring, M

be a finitely presented A-module and a em be an M-regular element. Then

M is free if and only if the A/aA-module M/aM is free.

PROOF. It is enough to show the 'if part. Take an exact sequence

->F-»M->0 such that F is free with dimfc(F/mF) = dimfc(M/mM), where k = A/m.

Then K is finitely generated and since a is M-regular, the sequence O^KJaK

->F/αF->M/αM->0 is exact by the snake lemma. Because F/aF and M/aM are

free A/α^-modules of the same rank, the surjection F/aF-^M/aM is an iso-

morphism. Hence K/aK = 0 and this implies that K=0 by Nakayama's lemma.

Thus M=F is free.

PROOF OF PROP. 10 FOR P=Gor. If M is Gor and a is M-regular, then

MjaM is Gor by [13], Th. 4.11. Conversely, suppose that MjaM is Gor as an

AfaA-moάuXs and n=dim (M). It is known that M is Gor if and only if M is

CM and Hϋ(M) is injective. Since M is CM by the assertion for P=CM, it is

enough to show that JV = HS,(M) is injective.. From the exact sequence 0->M

—2-* M-*M/αM~*0, we have the following exact sequence:

0 * HΓ KM) > H Γ KAί/βAί) — > HίtfM) -*-+ HS(M) —-> HίiMjaM) = 0.

Therefore N is an artinian 4-module such that N=aN and ϊίom A(Aj a A, N) is
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,4/0,4-injective. By the Matlis duality, an artinian ^-module N is ,4-injective if

and only if its Matlis dual ΌA(N) = ΐlomA (N, EA(k)) is an A-free module. Since

(AjaA, N) is ^/α^-injective, ΌA/aA(ΆomA (A/aA9 N)) is ^ί/α^-free and

(A/aA, N)) = H o m ^ (Horn, (A/aA, N), EA/aA(k))

= HomA/aΛ(HomA(AlaA, N), HomA(AlaA, EA(k)))

= Horn* (Hpmil.(i4/αi4, N), ΈA(k))

Therefore DA(N) is a finitely generated ^-module, a is D(iV)-regular and

Ό(N)laΌ(N) is AjaA-ίrtt. Hence ΌA(N) is i-free by Lemma 12. Therefore

N is A-injective and this completes the proof of Prop. 10.

THEOREM 13. (1) (NC) holds for P = CI, Gor, CM, CIn, GorM and CMΠ,

where n is a non-negative integer.

(2) (QC) holds for P = CI, GOT and CM.

PROOF. Clear from Th. 8, Prop. 9 and Prop. 10.

PROPOSITION 14. P0(M) is open for any property P and any A-module M.

PROOF. From the fact P0(M) = Spec (A) - U {V(p) | p e Min (M) - P(M)},

where Min (M) = Min (Supp (M)), the proposition is clear.

COROLLARY 15. QR(M) (cf. Part I, Example 2, (9)) is open for any A-

module M.

PROOF. Since S^M) and Gor 0 (M) are open, QR (M) = S^M) Π Gor 0 (M)

is open.

PROPOSITION 16. (1) For a ring A, the following statements are equiva-
lent:

(a)π n-Nor(A) is open.

(b)n For allpe Reg (̂ 4) such that dim (Ap)< n, p belongs to (n-Nor (A))°.

(c)n For α//ρeReg(y4) SMC/I ί/zαί dim(y4p)< n, V(p) ΓΊ (n-Nor(^l)) is

thick in V(p).

(2) For an A-module M, the following statements are equivalent'.

(a)π n-QN (M) is open.

(b)n For all p e Gor (M) Π Supp (M) such that dim (Mp)<n, p belongs

to (n-QN(M))0.

(c)rt For all p e G o r ( M ) n Supp(M) SMĈ I ίfiαt dim(M 1 ))<n, V(p) fl (n-

QN (M)) is thick in V(v).
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PROOF. We prove only (2) since the proof of (1) is similar. It is enough to

show that (c)rt => (a)n by induction on n. If «=0, then 0-QN (M)=QR (M) is open

by Cor. 15. Suppose that n > 0 . Since (c)n=>(c)n-ί =>(a) n_ l 5 (n- l )-QN(M)

is an open set by the assumption. Hence we can assume that M is (n — 1)-QN.

If p is in CM (M) ίl Supp (M) and dim (M p )<n, then Mp is ( n - l ) - Q N by the

assumption. Hence p e Gor (M) c n-QN (M). Therefore V(p) n (n-QN (M))

is thick in V(ρ) and this implies that V(p)nS n + 1 (M) is thick in V(p). Thus

SΛ + 1(M) is open by Prop. 2. Similarly, using Prop. 5, we can show that

Gorn (M) is open. Therefore n-QN (M) = Sn+1(M) Π Gorrt (M) is open.

THEOREM 17. (1) // n-Nor (Ajp) is thick in Spec (A/p) for all p e Reg (A)

swcn ίnαί dim(Ap)<n, then n-Nor(^4) Ϊ5 open. In particular, (NC) holds for

n-Nor.

(2) // n-QN (A/p) is thick in Spec (A/p) for all p e Gor (M) Π Supp (M)

SMC/I ίnαί dim (M p )<n, then n-QN(M) is ί?/?̂ n. In particular, (NC) holds for

n-QN.

PROOF. We prove only (2) since the proof of (1) is similar. By induction

on n, we can assume that n > 0 and M is (n — 1)-QN as in the proof of Prop. 16.

If p is S n + 1 (M)ΠSuρp(M) and dim (Mp)<n, then M p is ( n - l ) - Q N by the

assumption. Hence p e Gor (M) c n-QN (M). Therefore n-QN(^/p) is thick

by the assumption. Since SM+1(.4/p)=>n-QNG4/p), Sn+ί(A/p) is thick for all

p e CM (M) Π Supp (M) such that dim (Mp)<n. Hence SΠ + 1(M) is open by

Th. 4. Similarly, using Th. 8, (2) for P = Gor, we can show that Gorπ (M) is open,

Therefore n-QN (M) = Sn + X(M) n Gorπ (M) is open.

PROPOSITION 18. (1) Reg (X) is open =>(n + 1)-Nor (A) is open => n-Nor (̂ 4)

is open.

(2) Gor (M) is open => (n 4- 1)-QN (M) is open => n-QN (M) is open.

PROOF. We prove only the right side of (2), since other assertions are

similarly proved. Suppose that (n + l)-QN(M) is open. If p is in Gor(M)

ΠSupp(M) and dim (Mp)<n, then p e ( n + l)-QN(M) = ((n + l)-QN(M))°c

(n-QN (M))°. Hence n-QN (M) is open by Prop. 16.

PROPOSITION 19. If A is (n —1)-Nor and n-Nor (4) is open, then n-QN 04)

is open.

PROOF. If p is in Gor (4) and dim (Ap)<n, then peReg(,4)cin-Nor(.4)

=(n-Nor (A))0 c(n-QN 04))°. Hence n-QN (,4) is open by Prop. 16, (2).

COROLLARY 20. If A is reduced and Nor (4) is open (e.g., if the integral

closure of A is finite over A), then QN(A) is open.
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P R O P O S I T I O N 21. (1) SΠ(M) is open => CM Π (M) is open.

(2) n-Nor (A) is open => Rrt 04) is open.

(3) n-QN (M) is open => Gorn (M) is open.

PROOF. We prove only (3), since other assertions are similarly proved.

Take a p ε Gor (M) Π Supp (M) such that dim (Mp)<n. Then pen-QN(M)

=(n-QN (M))° c Gorπ (M)°. Therefore Gorn (M) is open by Prop. 5.
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